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We discuss the importance of multiring images in the optical appearance of a horizonless spherically
symmetric compact object, when illuminated by an optically thin accretion disk. Such an object
corresponds to a subcase of an analytically tractable extension of the Kerr solution dubbed as the “eye
of the storm” by Simpson and Visser in [J. Cosmol. Astropart. Phys. 03 (2022) 011], which merits in
removing curvature singularities via an asymptotically Minkowski core, while harboring both a critical
curve and an infinite potential barrier at the center for null geodesics. This multiring structure is induced by
light rays winding several times around the object, and whose luminosity is significantly boosted as
compared to the Schwarzschild solution by the modified shape of the potential. Using three toy profiles for
the emission of an infinitely thin disk, truncated at its inner edge (taking its maximum value there) and
having different decays with the distance, we discuss the image created by up to eight rings superimposed
on top of the direct emission of the disk as its edge is moved closer to the center of the object. Our results
point to the existence of multiring images with a non-negligible luminosity in shadow observations when
one allows for the existence of other compact objects in the cosmic zoo beyond the Schwarzschild solution.
Such multiring images could be detectable within the future projects on very long baseline interferometry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The detection by the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) in
2017 of the image created by the accreting plasma around
the central supermassive object of the M87 galaxy [1] and,
very recently, also that of the central source of our own
Milky Way—Sgr A*—[2], has tremendously enhanced our
chances to verifying the Kerr paradigm or, alternatively, to
search for the potential existence of other ultra-compact
objects in the cosmic zoo. In this sense, while the back-
ground geometry is solely responsible for the “critical
curve,” i.e., the locus of unstable null geodesics intersecting
the observer’s screen [3,4], in astrophysically realistic
scenarios the optical appearance of every compact object
is highly dependent on the optical and geometrical proper-
ties of the emission source (i.e., its accretion disk) illumi-
nating it. Disentangling the contributions from each other

in such an image is one of the main challenges in the field
since it harbors important clues to test the nature of
compact objects and, consequently, of the Kerr paradigm,
which in turn would help to reveal the nature of the
gravitational interaction on its strong-field regime [5–16].
According to general relativity (GR) predictions, both

in terms of analytical models [17] and as outcomes of
magnetohydrodynamics simulations [18], the image of
every such object when the main source of illumination
is its accretion disk is strongly dominated by a broad ring of
radiation originated by the direct emission of the disk,
namely, light paths turning, at most, half an orbit around the
object, and which bounds a central brightness depression
(the shadow). Measurements of the diameter of this bright
ring can act, under certain circumstances and after proper
calibration, as an indication of the size of the shadow itself,
thus allowing to rule out some candidates whose predic-
tions are in open contradiction with this result [19], but by
itself, it does not allow to conclusively determine the nature
of the shadow caster [20]. This is so because the direct
emission basically conveys the image of the source [21]
and, therefore, two compact objects can cast very similar
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(direct) images [22,23]. Nonetheless, shadow observations
may allow to constrain black hole charges [24] as well as
the parametrized deviations with respect to the Kerr/
Schwarzschild solution [25] and a bunch of other well-
motivated candidates [26].
When the disk is optically thin, that is, transparent to its

own radiation, photons turning more than one half-orbit
around the compact object produce a thin photon ring
besides the direct emission. If the disk is spherically
symmetric, then such a photon ring converges to the critical
curve itself and delimits the outer edge of the shadow [27],
while if the disk is geometrically thin (or even thick, see the
recent work [28]), then it is broken instead into an infinite
sequence of self-similar photon rings which have per-
formed several (half-) loops around the critical curve, and
which are stacked on the direct emission [29]. Indeed, in
the latter case, if the inner edge of the disk penetrates deep
enough inside the critical curve, then the minimum size of
the shadow is not necessarily tied to the one of the critical
curve but can be strongly reduced instead, which in a
typical black hole case with a disk extending up to its event
horizon is dubbed as the inner shadow [30]. As for photon
rings, their size and location can be quite different depending
on the features of the shadow caster, while their correspond-
ing luminosity is also tightly attached to the interaction
between the background geometry and the astrophysics of
the disk. However, in the Kerr/Schwarzschild black hole
case, higher-order rings beyond the third half-orbit are
typically neglected in the optical appearance on the basis
that their contributions to the total luminosity turn out to be
exponentially suppressed, as compared to that of the direct
emission [31]. Moreover, mild deviations from such a
solution are expected not to modify significantly this con-
clusion. Nonetheless, since the cosmic zoo of compact
objects could be populated by exotic beasts (e.g., boson/
Proca stars, gravastars, traversable wormholes, etc. [32])
exhibiting both qualitatively and quantitatively large depar-
tures from the Schwarzschild expectations (at least in certain
regimes), one should pay careful attention to the possibility
of observing multiring images with unexpected features, as
they may offer prospects of new physics hidden in shadow
observations [33].
Modifications with respect to the Kerr/Schwarzschild

solutions have been sought for according to two main
avenues: (i) parametrized model-agnostic deviations with
respect to such a solution, whose parameters can be
constrained according to different arrays of observations
[34,35] and (ii) exact or numerical solutions out of well-
defined theories of the gravitational and/or matter fields
[36,37]. For the sake of their shadow images, discerning the
nature of the background geometry via the disk’s direct
emission is subject to some limitations due to the still
poorly understood physics of the plasma [38]. This makes
the multiring structure, whose location and size are more
dependent on the geometry of the space-time and less on

the accretion disk physics (an effect more pronounced as
more half-orbits are considered, i.e., as light rays approach
closer to the critical curve), to play a more prominent role in
testing such a geometry in a less astrophysical model-
dependent way [39]. Therefore, a characterization of such a
multiring structure in different geometries represents a
promising avenue to test the strong-field regime of the
gravitational interaction [40,41].
The main aim of this work is to explore the multiring

structure of a toy-model geometry to argue that the
assumption on the faintness of the higher-order photon
rings formed by illumination from an optically and geo-
metrically thin accretion disk can be substantially modified
when the effective potential for geodesics has a qualita-
tively different shape near the center of the compact object
as compared to Schwarzschild expectations. Specifically,
we are considering the family of geometries (in the
spherically symmetric limit) originally proposed by
Ghosh in [42] (see also Ref. [43]) and further developed
by Simpson and Visser in [44,45] under the nickname of
“eye of the storm.” While it describes a tractable extension
of the Kerr space-time, for the sake of this paper its main
novelty lies in the fact that the effective potential for null
geodesics has both a local maximum (a critical curve) and a
local minimum (an antiphoton sphere), while displaying an
infinite potential barrier at its center. While the overcharged
Reissner-Nordström solution (whenM2 < Q2 < ð9=8ÞM2)
displays the same qualitative behavior, it bears the burden
of harboring an unpleasant naked singularity at is center,1

while such a feature is absent in the present Simpson-
Visser (SV) model, being replaced by an asymptotically
Minkowski-like core. This follows the trail of the so-called
“de Sitter cores” [48], a mechanism frequently invoked in
the literature to regularize curvature singularities. On the
one hand, while the idea of the presence of a local
maximum and minimum in the effective potential is not
new, since it can be implemented under several mecha-
nisms [49–57], the reflective potential barrier of this object
(which resembles the type II solutions recently considered
in [37]) introduces a significant boost in the luminosity of
its multiring structure, making several of them to be visible
even to the naked eye. While this model is arguably not a
viable alternative to represent the shadow caster of the EHT
observations, it serves as a “proof of concept” for the
higher-order ring images to act as observational discrim-
inators with respect to canonical GR predictions.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces

the space-time metric that plays the central role of the paper
and the basic geodesic equations, while the main analysis
and results for the multiring images are gathered in Sec. III.

1Other naked singularities show similar features in their images
as those of the regular model studied here, as in the case Janis-
Newman-Winicour [46] and Gauss-Bonnet [47] space-times.
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Finally, Sec. IV is devoted to the conclusions and open
questions of the manuscript.

II. THE MODEL

We consider a static spherically symmetric geometry of
the form

ds2 ¼ −AðrÞdt2 þ A−1ðrÞdr2 þ r2dΩ2; ð1Þ

where dΩ2 ¼ dθ2 þ sin2 θdφ2 is the usual angular element
in the unit sphere, while the single free metric function AðrÞ
is given by the nonrotating limit of the SV family of
configurations [44] as

AðrÞ ¼ 1 −
2Me−l=r

r
; ð2Þ

where l > 0 is a new scale parametrizing the deviations
with respect to the Schwarzschild solution, to which these
configurations reduce in the asymptotic limit, r → ∞. Such
deviations do manifest as we approach the center of the
solutions, where Aðr → 0Þ → 1, which in turn removes the
pointlike central curvature singularity, replacing it by a
Minkowski-like core. This model can be taken in a theory-
agnostic approach as a proxy for the features induced by the
new behavior of the metric function.2 Horizons are present
in this model at the locations rh, as far as the following
equation owns positive and real roots:

rhel=rh ¼ 2M; ð3Þ

which holds provided that l=M ≲ 0.73576, corresponding
to black holes without curvature singularities. Otherwise,
in absence of horizons, the metric (1) leads to regular naked
compact objects.
The motion of photons is assumed to follow null

geodesics of the background metric given by the line
element (1), being thus governed by the equation (here a
dot represents a derivative with respect to the rescaled
affine parameter λ)

_r2 ¼ 1

b2
− VeffðrÞ; ð4Þ

where b ¼ L=E is the impact parameter defined by the ratio
of the photon’s conserved energy, E ¼ −A_t, and angular
momentum (we take θ ¼ π=2, a freedom granted by the
spherical symmetry of the system, without any loss of
generality) L ¼ r2 _ϕ, and the effective potential is given by
VeffðrÞ ¼ AðrÞ=r2. From (2) one can see that this potential
strongly departs from the Schwarzschild one at the center

of the solutions, where Vðr → 0Þ → þ∞ (instead of going
to −∞). Moreover, a local maximum and minimum is
present provided that l < 0.8 (see Fig. 1). Combining the
parameter space for horizon and critical curves, one finds a
particularly interesting region within the range 0.73576≲
l=M < 0.8 in which we have a kind of regular naked object
with an accessible critical curve, as well as an antiphoton
sphere,3 supplemented with an infinite reflective potential
barrier at its center. This is a sufficiently new structure from
a qualitative point of view to motivate the investigation of
its cast images, and from now on we shall dismiss every
other configuration of this family. For the sake of our
computations, we shall take l ¼ 3=4 (using M ¼ 1, which
we shall assume in the rest of the paper).
According to Eq. (4), every photon traveling from

asymptotic infinity will have a turning point at a distance
r0 from the center of the object, given by the vanishing of
the right-hand side of that equation, i.e., 1=b2 ¼ Veffðr0Þ.
The minimum radius rm such a photon can approach to is
given by the location of the (local) maximum of the
potential, being dubbed as the “photon sphere,” and which
corresponds, in the observer’s screen, to the critical curve
given by the impact parameter

bc ¼
rmffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
AðrmÞ

p : ð5Þ

Since this is the locus of unstable bound orbits, it
effectively splits the space of light rays issued from the
observer’s screen into two classes: those with b > bc are
deflected at r0 back towards asymptotic infinity, while
those with b < bc will inspiral down towards the center of
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FIG. 1. The effective potential (in units of M ¼ 1) for l ¼ 0
(Schwarzschild, dashed black), l ¼ 0.7 (blue), l ≈ 0.73576 (red),
l ¼ 0.75 (orange), l ¼ 0.8 (purple), and l ¼ 1 (green).

2From the inferred size of the shadow’s size of Sgr A* by the
EHT Collaboration [19], the authors of [26] argue on the
compatibility of these kinds of models with such observations.

3While the presence of antiphoton spheres can be able to
trigger a nonperturbative instability [58–62], the time scales at
which this may occur are model dependent, thus not being a
completely unsurmountable argument against the viability of
solutions holding them.
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the object (thus meeting the event horizon in a black hole
case). For the model and parameter’s choice considered in
this work, the critical curve/photon sphere are characterized
by bc ≈ 3.4263 and rm ≈ 1.5529, which are significantly
smaller than their corresponding values in the Schwarzschild
case (bc ¼ 3

ffiffiffi
3

p
≈ 5.1962 and rm ¼ 3). Despite the fact that

these values of the critical curve make this solution hardly
compatible with current EHTobservations, the novel optical
appearance due to the higher-order rings distribution of this
object, which can act as a proxy of the expected features of
more consistent theoretical objects having similar properties,
is of enough importance to deserve its analysis.

III. MULTIRING IMAGES

A. Ray tracing

We now implement a ray-tracing procedure in order to
characterize the different trajectories contributing to the
image of the object on the observer’s screen. For this
purpose, we first suitably rewrite (4) as

dϕ
dr

¼ ∓ b

r2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − b2AðrÞ

r2

q : ð6Þ

In the ray-tracing procedure one is only interested on those
light rays reaching the observer’s screen, so that Eq. (6) is
integrated backwards from there, and the corresponding
trajectories are indexed by the number of (half-) orbits,
n≡ ϕ

2π (following the notation of [29]). Furthermore, we
conveniently orient our system so that the observer is
located in the North pole and the equatorial plane lies in the
y axis. In this language, a light ray traveling from left to
right on this setup without any lensing has n ¼ 1=2 orbits.
We shall afterwards assume an infinitely thin accretion disk
living precisely on the equatorial plane and providing the
main source of illumination of the SV object (so that the
image seen from the observer will be face on). Moreover,
since the disk will also be assumed to be optically thin,
every light ray performing a number of n half-orbits around
the object will be able to contribute to the final image of it.
Under the conditions above, the multiring structure

created by the illuminating disk will be indexed by an
integer numberm that counts the number of intersections of
a particular light ray with it, i.e.,

m
4
−
1

4
≤ n <

m
2
þ 1

4
; ð7Þ

except for the first case m ¼ 1, for which the lower limit
corresponds to n ¼ 1=2 (i.e., in terms of half-orbits). In the
usual Schwarzschild solution, every such trajectory will be
in a one-to-one correspondence with the luminous rings
appearing in the observer’s screen, therefore, both usually
receiving the name of “photon rings.” In our case, as we
shall see, this correspondence is broken, and large enough

values of m will have associated more than one ring due to
the presence of the potential well depicted in Fig. 1. Given
the discrete character of m, we shall dub it as the emission
“mode” number of the trajectory and reserve the word
“photon ring” for the luminous rings appearing in the
observer’s screen. The bottom line of this discussion is that
we can use this number in order to classify the different
contributions to the optical appearance4:

(i) Direct emission: it represents light rays that intersect
the accretion diskm ¼ 1 times (1=2 ≤ n < 3=4) and
essentially reproduces the source shape. It thus
describes the accretion disk features rather than
those of the background geometry and its photon
sphere.

(ii) Lower-order emission modes: they correspond to
m ¼ 2, 3, which are those created by light rays
which have performed 3=4 ≤ n < 5=4 and 5=4 ≤
n < 7=4 loops, i.e., light rays coming from the back
side of the disk and from the front after turning a
whole loop around the object, respectively. In the
Schwarzschild geometry these lower-order trajecto-
ries contribute to exponentially diminished images
approaching the critical curve [31] in such a way that
beyond n ≥ 7=4 all further images contribute neg-
ligibly to the luminosity of the object, so that they all
can be accumulated in the mode m ¼ 3.

(iii) Higher-order emission modes: m > 3. They are
triggered by the valley present in the effective
potential, depicted in Fig. 1, created by the reflective
barrier at the center. They may yield non-negligible
contributions to the image of the object, thus
allowing to probe deeper the critical curve, while
also boosting the contributions of the lower-order
rings to the image. These modes are much more
sensitive to the features of the background geometry
than the other emissions.

We next implement a numerical ray-tracing code to
classify the space of parameters corresponding to the direct
emission, as well as those corresponding to the lower-order
and higher-order modes, cutting our integrations at the
m ¼ 7 mode. The corresponding results are depicted in
Fig. 2, where bunches of curves with the same color belong
to the same mode. We first notice that approaching to the
critical curve (depicted as a black dashed circumference in
this plot) by above b > bc and by below b < bc has large
differences in the contribution of the corresponding modes
to the luminosity of the object. Indeed, for b > bc we neatly
identify the direct (m ¼ 1) emission in green, followed by

4This notation is slightly different from the (perhaps) more
canonical in the community, in which m ¼ 0 is reserved for the
direct emission andm ¼ 1; 2;… for photon ring images, see, e.g.,
Ref. [28]. Given the degeneracy between m numbers and photon
ring images in our case, we find it clearer to usem for the number
of intersections with the disk, which means that our m is always
one unit greater than the usual convention.
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the lower-order trajectories m ¼ 2 (orange) and m ¼ 3
(red), while contributions to the total luminosity from
higher-order modes with m > 3 will be so demagnified
that they can be removed from our analysis. As for b < bc
we identify the relevant contributions by m ¼ 1 (yellow,
cyan), m ¼ 2 (blue), m ¼ 3 (brown), m ¼ 4 (gray), m ¼ 5
(magenta), m ¼ 6 (purple), and m ¼ 7 (purple).
From our analysis below on the total luminosity of the

image, we find that only the higher-order modes m ¼ 4, 5,
6 will contribute non-negligibly to it, while those modes
with m ≥ 7 can be safely neglected. Intuitively, this
enhancement on the contribution of the higher-order modes
is a direct consequence of the presence of the potential well
inside the critical curve, and which can be further supported
on the grounds of the behavior of the so-called “transfer
function” rmðbÞ. The latter accounts for the location of the
point of the equatorial plane (i.e., of the disk), a given light
ray with impact factor b will touch on its winding around
the SV solution, and whose slope encodes the degree of
demagnification of the image associated to a given modem.
This transfer function is depicted in Fig. 3 up to the mode
m ¼ 7 for graphical comparison. Clearly, the direct emis-
sion, with its almost constant (unit) slope, dominates the
image at every impact parameter value, being insensitive to

the existence of the critical curve, which is in agreement
with the fact that it reflects source-dependent features rather
than probing the background geometry.
The sequence of lower-order and higher-order modes

contributes non-negligibly to the luminosity within a
(decreasing with higher m) range of impact parameter
values whose outer edge is roughly located near the critical
curve b ¼ bc. As compared to the usual structure of the
Schwarzschild solution, the domain of existence of the
transfer function for both kinds of modes is greatly
enhanced in the inner region of the critical curve, due to
the presence of the effective potential barrier discussed
above, giving comparatively more weight to the lower-
order modes and a non-negligible role to the higher-order
ones. Indeed, in the Schwarzschild case every transfer
function associated to both a lower-order, as well as a
higher-order, mode meets its end shortly after crossing the
b ≤ bc region due to the effective potential becoming
negative, while in the present case the divergence of the
potential at the center allows to extend the bottom end of
every mode much deeper inside the critical curve.
The mode m ¼ 1 corresponding to the inner direct

emission (two sets of trajectories depicted in yellow and
cyan in Fig. 2, for reasons that shall be clear below) is
deemed of further comment. In a typical black hole space-
time, those trajectories with small enough b < bc do not
intersect the equatorial plane even once, defining what is
called “the inner shadow” [30], corresponding to n < 1=2.
This is so because such light rays intersect the event
horizon of the black hole without finding the accretion
disk on their path, and therefore, the inner shadow, b ¼ bis,
defines the brightness depression of a black hole no matter
the emission properties of the geometrically thin accretion
disk. However, such an inner shadow may be missing for a

2 4bc
b

2

4

xm

FIG. 3. The transfer function rm as a function of b for the
trajectories appearing in the ray-tracing plot (2): m ¼ 1 (direct
emission, blue), m ¼ 2 (green), m ¼ 3 (red), m ¼ 4 (orange),
m ¼ 5 (purple), m ¼ 6 (cyan), and m ¼ 7 (pink). In this figure,
bc ≈ 3.4263 denotes the location of the critical curve, which is
much more reduced than in its Schwarzschild counterpart,
bc ¼ 3

ffiffiffi
3

p
≈ 5.1962.

–4 –2 0 2 4

–4

–2

0

2

4

FIG. 2. Ray tracing of the modes associated to the direct
emissionm ¼ 1 (green, cyan, and yellow), the lower-order modes
m ¼ 2 (orange and blue) and m ¼ 3 (red and brown), and the
higher-order modes m ¼ 4 (gray), m ¼ 5 (magenta), m ¼ 6
(purple), m ≥ 7 (pink). The black dashed circumference corre-
sponds to the critical curve, which is the major force driving these
trajectories. Beyond the direct emission (m ¼ 1), the modes with
m ¼ 2, 3 are relevant for the total luminosity both above and
below the critical curve, while those with m ¼ 4, 5, 6 are non-
negligible only below of it. Modes with m ≥ 7 are too demagni-
fied and can be dismissed from our subsequent analysis.
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horizonless compact object. Examples of this are travers-
able wormholes (i.e., horizonless) in which the inner
shadow limit may be defined by the size of its throat
(though for b < bis light rays traveling from the other side
of the throat they could still reach the observer on our
side [63]) or by objects without a critical curve such as
gravastar/boson star/Proca stars [23,64], where no multir-
ing structure contributing to the direct image is present. For
the SV objects considered here, their inner shadow will be
mainly determined by the position of the inner edge of the
disk since the emission profiles chosen in this work will be
truncated (and take their maximum values) at such a
surface, smoothly decreasing onwards. This means that
when such an edge is allowed to extend close enough to the
center of the object, the latter can become shadowless, as
shall be verified later on once we run our luminosity code.
There is yet another interesting feature worthy of com-

ment: for small enough impact parameter b≲ 0.2 (yellow
trajectories in Fig. 2), a new feature for this SV object
emerges, consisting on a slightly divergent lens effect
(rather than convergent) on the corresponding light rays.
The closest to the center, the weaker the deviation is,
whereas the maximum divergent lens effect occurs around
b ≈ 0.2, and is immediately followed by the standard
convergent behavior for larger impact parameters. This
effect can be traced back to the effective energy sources
that—within the context of GR—generate this geometry.
Indeed, one can verify that the stress energy tensor of this
line element can be mimicked by a nonlinear theory of
electrodynamics whose (positive) energy density is peaked
at rmax ¼ l=4 ¼ 0.1875 and has negative pressures with
minima at rrad ¼ l=4 ¼ 0.1875 (radial component) and at
rang ¼ 0.13485 (angular components). Typically, in worm-
hole [65] and black bounce space-times [66] negative
pressures are required in order to prevent the focusing of
geodesics via a local repulsive gravity effect it produces,
and we similarly interpret this shell of negative pressure as
responsible for the divergent lens effect. Since the center
has vanishing energy and pressures, the lowest impact
factors experience little or no deflection at all.

B. Emission from the thin accretion disk

In order to implement our numerical simulation of the
optical appearances of the SV solution above, we first
summarize the assumptions and simplifications upon which
our accretion disk model is built. First of all, we recall our
assumption of an optically thin disk, which means that a
photon emitted by the disk and crossing again the disk after
winding one or more times around the object, will not be
reabsorbed. This allows light rays associated to the lower-
order and higher-order modes to arrive to the observer’s
screen and to add their luminosity to that of the direct
emission (which does not cross the disk again). Secondly,
and in order to actually be able to see this multiring
structure, we assume the disk to be infinitesimally thin and,

furthermore, conveniently located on the equatorial plane
used in the ray tracing. Finally, we assume a monochro-
matic emission with specific intensity Iemν ¼ IðrÞ and zero
absorptivity. Under these simplifications, the Boltzmann
equation of radiative transfer [18] tells us the conservation
of the quantity Iemν =ν3 along a given photon’s trajectory,
which in the observer’s frame with an associated frequency
ν0, and according to the line element (1), it is translated
into Iobν0 ¼ A3=2ðrÞIðrÞ. Then, by integrating over the full
spectrum of observed frequencies Iob ¼ R

dν0Iν0 , the total
observed intensity is obtained Iob ¼ A2ðrÞIðrÞ. However,
we need to incorporate into this formula the actual values of
the disk radii at which light rays with given impact
parameter hit, information nicely encoded in the transfer
function already depicted in Fig. 3. Therefore, adding all
the possible intersections with the disk for every light
trajectory and cutting the sequence at the m ¼ 6 mode in
order to neglect additional higher-order contributions,5

the formula that captures all these elements is finally
given by

Iob ¼
X6
m¼1

A2ðrÞIðrÞjr¼rmðbÞ: ð8Þ

The next step in our analysis is to set an emission profile
for IðrÞ in the effective region of the (infinitely thin) disk.
We are modeling such a profile by truncating it at the inner
edge of the disk rie, where it actually takes its maximum
value, and smoothly decreasing outwards until asymptotic
infinity (so that the outer edge of the disk is assumed to be
infinitely far away) with a given radial decay. Obviously,
both aspects are subject to heavy astrophysical modeling
and uncertainties, which we will not discuss here (see
instead the detailed analysis of [18] for the inferred disk’s
properties according to magnetohydrodynamic simula-
tions). To simplify the analysis of this aspect, typically
in the literature, different decay profiles for the emission are
taken ad hoc depending on how close to the innermost
region of the geometry the inner edge of the disk is, and we
ourselves have used this strategy in some previous works
[63,67]. Here, we somewhat reverse such an approach since
we are interested in analyzing how the lower-order and
higher-order ring structures get modified as we move the
inner edge of the disk closer to the inner regions of the
geometry, while keeping the decay of the emission profile
fixed. To this end, we shall consider three different decay
laws and move in discrete steps the inner edge of the disk
for each of them, starting from the innermost stable circular

5Recall that such higher orders have no visible effects on the
optical appearance images, as can be easily inferred from Fig. 3.
Neglecting them also shortens computation times, which is a
heavy practical limitation.
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orbit for timelike observers, downward until getting to the
very center of the object, r ¼ 0, since the absence of an
event horizon does not prevent the accreting material to
keep falling all the way down (though the infinite slope of
the potential will do it so). The goal of such an approach is
to compare the evolution in size and luminosity of the lower
and higher-order photon rings (created by its respective
modes) for a fixed emission model, while also allowing us
to compare the optical appearance of the object at fixed
inner edge but different emission profiles.
To be more specific, for the sake of our simulations we

shall consider the following three emission models:

I1ðrÞ ¼
� 1

ðr−ðrie−1ÞÞ3 if r ≥ rie

0 if r < rie;
ð9Þ

I2ðrÞ ¼
� 1

ðr−ðrie−1ÞÞ2 if r ≥ rie

0 if r < rie;
ð10Þ

I3ðrÞ ¼
� π=2−arctan½r−5�

π=2−arctan½rie−5� if r ≥ rie

0 if r < rie:
ð11Þ

Here, the intensity is normalized to one at the beginning of
the emission corresponding to the location of the inner edge
of the disk, r ¼ rie, where the above profiles are truncated.
These profiles are depicted in Fig. 4 in which we set, for
convenience, the location of rie at the innermost stable
circular orbit (ISCO) for timelike observers, which for the
present geometry corresponds to rISCO ≈ 3.0878. This will
actually be the first surface considered in our analysis of the
images of the background geometry, as explained below.
With the aim of our discussion below, we also depict in
Fig. 5 the observed intensity (8) for emission model (10)
when rie ¼ 5, the latter choice set in order to clearly
distinguish the sequence of peaks associated to lower and
higher-order rings.

We next plug the above emission profiles into Eq. (8)
to feed the light trajectories within our background geom-
etries, according to the data of the ray tracing collected in
the previous section. To get a first glimpse on the new
features of the image, we first use the same example of
Fig. 5 to depict a suitable cut of the associated multiring
structure in Fig. 6 (see Sec. III C below for an interpretation
and discussion of the observed structure). Next, we build
the sequence of optical appearances of Figs. 7–9, corre-
sponding to the three emission models (9), (10), and (11),
respectively. In these figures we start the simulations by
locating the inner edge of the disk rie at the ISCO radius,
which is depicted in the top left figure of each of these
plots. This choice of the initial surface is motivated, besides
its obvious physical relevance, on the grounds that it

0 2 4 6 8 10

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

r / M

I(
r)

FIG. 4. The three (normalized) emission profiles (9), (10), and
(11) [solid blue, dashed orange, and dotted red, respectively]
when rie ¼ rISCO ≈ 3.0878, where we appreciate their different
decay features with radial distance.

2 4 6 8 10
b

0.2

0.4

0.1

0.3

Iob
I (b)

FIG. 5. The observed intensity (8) as a function of the impact
parameter b, where we have taken, for convenience, the emission
model (10) with rie ¼ 5 in order to clearly see the peaks
associated to the (eight) narrow rings and where the outermost
curve corresponds to the direct emission, which is much more
spread than those of the multirings.

FIG. 6. The multiring structure associated to the observed
intensity of Fig. 5. The ring located on the far right corresponds
to the direct emission, and inner to it one can see up to eight
additional rings.
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maximizes the chances of neatly seeing at the naked eye the
multiring structure associated to the 2 ≤ m ≤ 6 modes, as
follows from Fig. 5. Moving the value of rie from the ISCO
downward in discrete steps (left to right and top to bottom
in all these plots) to produce a total of nine figures per
emission model, another relevant value corresponds to the
location of the critical curve rm ≈ 1.5528 (middle left),
until arriving to the very center of the object, r ¼ 0 (bottom
right). From these plots one can observe the great influence
of the choices of both the location of the inner edge of the
disk (by comparing the different panels within the same
figure) and the decay of the emission profile (by comparing

the different figures) in the distribution of luminosity
among the different rings.

C. Multiring structure

In the Schwarzschild solution of GR, the sequence of
higher-order photon rings is on a one-to-one correspondence
with the modes they are produced from, converging to the
critical curve (in spherical models [68]) or to the inner
shadow (in both thin [30] and thick models [28]). The
luminosity of each photon ring is exponentially suppressed
so rings beyond m ¼ 3 can be safely dismissed in their
contributions to the optical appearance of the black hole.

FIG. 7. The optical appearance of the regular naked SV compact object considered in this work in the emission model (9) for
nine values of the location of its inner edge (from left to right and top to bottom): r ¼ f3.0878ðrISCOÞ; 2.5; 2.0; 1.5528ðrmÞ;
1.0; 0.5; 0.30; 0.15; 0g. The structure of lower-order and higher-order photon rings is mostly apparent in the first figure of the sequence,
while its superimposition, with the direct emission as we move through the sequence, produces more complex and hard-to-split
contributions of each ring to the image.
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From the plots 7, 8, and 9 one can notice several new
features in the optical appearance of this SV object as
compared to the Schwarzschild black hole. A general
comment looking at the different panels from the figures
is that a given mode m may have associated more than one
photon ring, and moreover, they can be overlapped with
each other. The net effect is that, in the images of the three
emission profiles above, a maximum of up to eight rings
(i.e., two of them are the usual ones associated to the lower-
order modes, while the other six are genuine higher-order
rings) can be separately seen, though this is only possible
when the starting surface of the emission (given by the
inner edge of the disk) is pushed to sufficiently far away
distances (as in the example of Fig. 6, or in the more
physical one of the rie ¼ rISCO in the top left panel in all
figures below), with a subdominant influence on the choice
of the decay of the emission (i.e., on the three models
above). As rie gets closer to the center of the object, the

direct emission can (and actually does) superimpose with
one or more of such rings6 to yield fewer but wider rings.
Moreover, while their location is almost unchanging
irrespective of the location of rie, their luminosity can
be significantly boosted depending on the degree of
superimposition with the direct emission. Indeed, the
choice of the emission profile plays the role of redistrib-
uting the luminosity of the direct contribution over those of
the lower and higher-order rings in such a way that the

FIG. 8. The optical appearance of the SV object in the emission model (10). Same notation as in Fig. 7.

6Note that one can always split these contributions by viewing
the distribution of the observed intensity rather than the full
image, since in the former, one clearly differentiates the peaks
associated to every ring, see Fig. 5 for an example of this.
Furthermore, adding more modes to the ray tracing would result
in additional peaks appearing at random locations due to the
gravitational redshift, but their contributions to the total lumi-
nosity of the object can be utterly neglected due to their very
reduced height.
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smoother the decay, the greater effect on this redistribution.
One can easily appreciate it when going from Fig. 7 [cubic
decay of Eq. (9)] to Fig. 8 [quadratic decay of model (10)],
where the luminosity of the lower and higher-order rings
of the latter is much more pronounced than in the former
due to the larger spread of the luminosity of the direct
contribution. This effect is strongly exaggerated in the
model (11) depicted in Fig. 9, where the larger spread of the
emission profile infuses all the higher-order rings with
additional luminosity at all choices of rie.
In view of this analysis, the shadow, understood as the

dark central area of the image from which significantly
much less luminosity comes out, is bounded by the inner-
most of the higher-order rings as long as the location of the
inner edge of the disk does not penetrate deep enough into
the region inside the critical curve (top and medium
figures). When this is the case (bottom figures), the shadow

will be bounded instead by the (gravitationally redshifted)
location of the inner edge of the disk, at which the emission
profile is truncated. Thus, below some value of rie, as it gets
closer to the center of the object, r ¼ 0, the shadow’s size
gets diminished. In the limit r → 0 one would arrive to a
“shadowless” naked core (bottom right figure in all these
plots) formed by those light rays that have acquired the
divergent lens effect besides the little deflection at low
enough values of b, though one could, however, argue that
the infinite potential barrier of the effective potential (for
both null and timelike trajectories) would actually prevent
the particles making up the disk from penetrating down
near r ¼ 0. Nonetheless, if we keep pressing upon this
possibility, we find that the objects lying at the bottom of
these plots contain a central luminous core with a tiny
shadow inside and surrounded by a series of diluted photon
rings, whose visibility depends strongly on the emission

FIG. 9. The optical appearance of the SV object in the emission model (11). Same notation as in Fig. 7.
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profile, from the almost nonvisible rings of Figs. 7 and 8 to
the net sequence of Fig. 9. The very last object of the
sequence (i.e., when rin → 0) actually looks like a tiny
luminous shadowless ball governing its petty multiring
kingdom of photon rings.
Let us stress that the main ingredient behind the gen-

eration of higher-order ring images is the presence of both a
photon sphere and an infinite potential at the center in the
chosen solutions, together with the lack of an event
horizon, which we recall it corresponds to the range
0.73576≲ l < 0.8. Should we have chosen the branch of
solutions below the lower limit, a horizon would be present,
and one would find the usual set of photon rings of the
Schwarzschild solution (though modified in their locations
and luminosities) converging to its inner shadow, while
above the upper limit the photon sphere disappears, and one
finds just the infinite potential deflecting all light rays
having no photon rings.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work we have studied the images generated by a
proposal to extend the Kerr black hole by a new type of
(analytically tractable) family of compact objects, and
which in the nonrotating limit degenerates into a modifi-
cation of the effective potential of the Schwarzschild case
by introducing an infinite slope at the center driven by a
single new parameter.
This simple toy model merits in removing the curvature

singularity at its center, in terms of an asymptotically
Minkowski core, and can act as a proxy for the presence of
qualitatively new structures on shadow observations when
accompanied by the presence of a critical curve (i.e., a
maximum on its effective potential), an antiphoton sphere,
and the lack of an event horizon. In such a case, this SV
object introduces new sets of trajectories of light rays
turning more than one half-orbits around the compact
object. When the main source of illumination is supplied
by an optically thin accretion disk surrounding it, such light
trajectories contribute to the image of the object by
boosting the luminosity of the usual lower-order rings of
the Schwarzschild solution (corresponding to those turning
at most three half-orbits around the object) and creating a
set of additional higher-order rings (associated to the light
trajectories turning more than three times), whose contri-
bution to the luminosity of the object can no longer be
dismissed. This conclusion was reached by calling upon
three geometrically thin analytical disk models in which the
emission is truncated at the inner edge of the disk, where it
actually takes its maximum value, smoothly decreasing
outwards according to different decays. Within this setting,
we found up to six higher-order rings (besides the two
lower-order ones of the Schwarzschild solution) super-
imposed on top of the direct emission main ring, the size
and luminosity of each being strongly influenced by the
choice of the background geometry parameter, by the

location of the inner edge of the disk, and by its assumed
decay with distance.
The results found in this paper are in agreement with

recent views in the field regarding the difficulty to disen-
tangle the contributions from the background geometry and
the astrophysics of the disk via the direct emission alone
when the disk is assumed to be geometrically thin, while
arguing in favor of the better opportunities present in the
secondary rings, namely, the sequence of lower-order and
higher-order rings. Indeed, the sharpness of higher-order
ring images grants them their dominance in the high-
frequency domain of the interferometric signal, and
because of this fact, they could constitute smoking guns
for the existence of new gravitational physics to be sought
within future projects of very long baseline interferometry,
see, e.g., Refs. [40,41,69] for a discussion on this point.
Arguably, the model considered in this work is too
contrived and modifies quantitatively far too much the
basic features of the Schwarzschild images to represent a
viable alternative to canonical black hole candidates,
particularly under the light of recent observations like
those of the EHT (which actually infer a geometrically
thick rather than thin accretion disk), but it supports the dire
need to build a sort of “shadowgraphy,” namely, a thorough
characterization of the qualitative possible shapes of the
effective potential created by different background geom-
etries. While this should be certainly possible for spheri-
cally symmetric space-times, the extensions of this program
to more realistic rotating space-times would face additional
difficulties since in such a case the integrability of the
geodesic equations cannot be taken for granted, and similar
radial and angular potentials as in the photon shell of Kerr
solution do not necessarily exist in every possible rotating
solution. Should one manage to build theoretically well-
supported alternatives to the Kerr picture that, in particular,
might agree with the inferred features of the shadow caster
of the M87 and Sgr A* observations, while qualitatively
departing from the shape of the Schwarzschild potential,
our results point out that the presence of multiring images
hidden in the main direct-emission ring could act as
discriminators between both classes of objects.
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